
Manufacturing Business for Sale Christchurch

For Sale
Location: Christchurch

Asking:
$80,000
+ GST if any

Type: Manufacturing

Contact:
Athol McCully
027 433 8052

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/90394

Harcourts Grenadier RE
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: CIC53286 

Take This Business to the Next Level!!
On offer is a well-established business operating out of excellent Christchurch premises. The process
employed uses a coating designed to be baked on glass to make permanent bond with the glass - this
can be produced in any colour. This is one of a limited number of businesses of its kind in Christchurch.
The business involves measuring, producing and installing decorative glass panels for kitchens,
bathrooms and commercial areas. In addition to the colours, designs can be produced by masking and
applying even a few colours or by printing designs in multiple colours to glass. Computer lead glazing
can also be produced. This is a resin dropped on glass with a CNC (Computer Numerical Control)
machine and a gel resin for the colours. An advantage of this is that it can be done on one piece of
glass which can be toughened to be installed later in double glazing. 

The business operates from a purpose-built factory, which is very well-presented. Next to that it has a
heated booth and insulated cure room. The dispatch area has a high ceiling, with a specially-created
large wooden rack to store panels. The prep room also has a high ceiling. Furthermore, the business
website has been designed for smartphones and iPad and optimized for Google Ad words. There are
still large quantities of brochures and business cards and boxes with colour samples to give away. The
archive of customers goes back 10 years and all stored with colour smear outs in alphabetical order. 

The new owner would have the opportunity to go around all joiners, designers and architects to
introduce themselves. The name of the business has been in the marketplace for almost 20 years, so
most people do know it! But there is the opportunity to expand sales throughout the South Island and
Auckland. The person who could do this kind of work doesn't need to have glazing skills (which are
easy learned) but needs to be punctual, accurate, have an eye for details, be creative and be able to
clearly identify colours. 

Here's a prime business offering a niche product, ready to be taken to the next level. Our Vendor's
decision to retire has created an outstanding opportunity for a Purchaser. Make it yours - enquire now!

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/90394
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